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INTRODUCTION

The class of TI alloy known as metastable B-phase alloys have the

potential for developing excellent strengths In thick sections whIle re-

tam ing good fracture resistance. There are several metastable 8-phase alloy

compositions which are now popular In the U.S.. Included In these is the

alloy Ti-ll.5Mo—4.5Sn-6Zr known as B-Il!. This alloy is somewhat leaner

in B-phase stabilizing elements than other alloys such as Ti-3A1-6Cr-8V-4Zr-4Mo

(Beta ‘C ’) or Ti -8Mo-8V—2Fe—3A 1 (8-8-2-3). Consequently, B-Ill can form

ia-phase which is undesirable because of its embrittling tendencies . This

study has been initiated to demonstrate that appropriate thennomechanical

working operations can be used to impart excel lent age-hardening characteri s-

tics to 8-Ill while avoiding ca-phase formation. Thus , when properly processed,

B-Ill can exhibit a more rapid aging response than Beta ‘c ’ or 8—8—2-3 but

without the attendant formation of cu-phase.

MATERIALS AND PROCEDURES

We have examined a heat of B-Ill with the following compositi on by weight:
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11.60 4.94 5.72 0.164 0.0082 0.009 0.022 0.05 bal .
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The starting material was in the form of plate approximately 20 nm . thick.

This plate was then hot worked to a “~ 40% reduction in thickness following

one of two schedules. The first schedule employed a starting temperature

of 760°C (1400°F) and a four pass rolling operation with a finishing temper-

ature of <650°C (<1200°F). This material is designated B-i hereafter. The

second schedule employed a starting temperature of ‘~ 750°C (‘I~ 1300°F) and a

four pass isothermal rolling sequence, with a 5 m m .  reheat between passes.

This material is designated B-2 hereafter. The final gage of each of these

two materials was: B-i , 12.3 nm . ; B-2 , 12.5 nm. These materials were then

aged for varying times at ‘~. 425°C (800°F), “j. 468°C (875°F) and “.. 510°C (950°F).

V ickers hardness , light metallography , and thin foil transmission electron

microscopy (TEM) were then performed on selected samples to correlate harden-

ing response with microstructure.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The different thermomechanical treatments, (TMT’s), B-i and B—2 produced

final products with significantly different microstructures, and hardening

responses during subsequent aging below the working temperature. The first

of these observations is illustrated in Figure 1 which shows optical and

electron transmission micrographs of both materials in the as hot-rolled

condition. The most striking di fference is the partial recrystallization of

B—2, as evidenced by large, clear B—grains (Figure 1(a)), and the differing

amounts and size of the primary a which forms during the hot working,

reheating, and subsequent cooling from the working temperature.

Both materials are effectively worked below the B transus temperature

of ‘~‘ 745°C (1375°F). The ability of the B-2 material to partially recry-
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stallize results from the increased holding time at working temperature

• for this condition. The 8-2 material also exhibits a smaller volume

fraction Of the a-phase, as well as large a-particles (compare Figure 1(c)

with 1(d). This can be rationalized by the decreased density of dislocations

and dislocation sub-structure in B-2 as compared to B-i .

As a result of the more uniform and increased defect density in 8—1 ,

its hardening response Is greater than B-2 during aging at 875 and 9500F

• as shown by the hardness versus time curves of Figure 2. This agrees with

the suggestion (1) that an increased defect density promotes nucleation of

a-phase during aging and therefore a finer a-particle size.

As discussed , the higher maximum hardness in B-l results from the

small a—particle size and high vol ume fracti on, as illustrated in Figure 3.

These particles are still quite large, so that it is unlikely that the material

is In its peak hardness condition.

Aging B-I!! at 800°F usually results In cu-phase formation (2) However,

TEN studies on both B-l and B-2 revealed that only a—phase had formed. Thus ,

the presence of a high density of nucleation sites can completely suppress

cu-phase formation, at least for the aging times we have examined. Since

cu—phase is a serious embrittling agent, TNT plus aging appears to be a

desirable technique for achieving high hardness without incurring undue

brittleness. A similar suggestion has been made by Rosales and Sunmner (1).
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